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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Switzerland is becoming an asylum for wealthy consumers looking for not just financial security, but personal
safety as well.

According to a report from real estate brokerage Knight Frank, over the last five years, the affluent have been
flocking to Switzerland more so than before as their interests now stem beyond tax relief. Privacy, safety and
education are now driving factors that are drawing in many consumers from overseas.

"Where its favorable tax environment was once the main draw for wealthy overseas investors, in the last five years
we have seen Switzerland start to appeal far more as a safe haven for personal and economic security," said
Alexander Koch de Gooreynd, partner at Knight Frank, London.

"Tax still matters, but there are now factors of equal importance involved in buyers' decisions," he said.

Safe in Switzerland
Mercer has categorized Switzerland as one of the safest countries in the world. Switzerland made the biggest impact
in the 2017 Quality of Living rankings with three of its  cities ranking at the top, more so than any other country.

Due to these increasingly favorable qualities, consumers are looking to the country beyond just its  tax reliefs, what it
was previously known for.
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However, residential prices in Geneva and Zurich decreased by 2 and 7 percent, respectively. But buyers in
Switzerland are more interested in wealth preservation than appreciation.

Consumers are still interested in keeping their finances safe, with 26 percent claiming that it is  the most important
factors when managing wealth.

Prices for second homes in vacation areas in Switzerland are seeing strong numbers due to low interest rates,
quality and limited availability.

Knight Frank also found that the opulence of ski resorts does not protect the sector from customers' hunting for a
deal, with buyers appreciating a good value.

Affluent customers who enjoy homes in the mountains and ski resorts as second residences still want to be sure that
they are getting a good deal, with interest in locations that offer great values such as Chamonix and Saint Gervais,
France, both near the base of Mont Blanc in the Swiss Alps, strengthening.

Customers want worth and appeal for their purchases and investments, making villages such as Val d'Isere Verbier,
Switzerland and Chamonix best-in-class considerations (see more).
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Geneva is also seeing an increase of 17 percent year-over-year for the market for homes priced at 4 million to 20
million Swiss francs, which is an equal exchange to U.S. dollars. But prices above 5 million Swiss francs saw the
strongest increase in sales the past year.

Brexit and Switzerland
Relations between British and Swiss are growing stronger, with many seeking haven from Brexit.

While originally guidelines were on the way to be implemented in regards to regulations on non-EU consumers
buying in Switzerland, they are on hold due to Brexit.

The United Kingdom is just beginning its negotiations to leave the European Union, but a new report from Walpole
finds that about half of the luxury organization's members are already experiencing some negative effects from the
split.

Now that the U.K. has triggered article 50, Walpole is making policy recommendations that will support the luxury
industry's needs, including trade, talent and tourism. A valuable part of Britain's economy, the luxury sector
represents 2.2 percent of the nation's total GDP (see more).
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"We may also see a greater affinity between the British and Swiss," Knight Frank's Mr. Koch de Gooreynd said. "As
the U.K. navigates its way through Brexit, it could find a kindred spirit in Switzerland, which has its own unique
relationship with the E.U.

"Similarly, Switzerland is working closely with Britain as it scrutinizes how our Brexit negotiations could benefit
their own arrangements with the E.U.," he said.
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